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Abstract 
Asscmhly  tasks require thc fccding, acquisition. oricntation, and 

lnating of parts subject to contact forccs.  Positional entropy providcs 
s n  cfficicnt tool for dcscribing an asscmhly task and its  systeln 
impic~ncntation i n  terms of the uncertainty in position and 
oricntation of parts as the  assembly scqucncc progresses. A parts 
cntwpy mcasurc H ( X )  may he calculatcil from  thc  prOhahility 
distribution o f  parts positions and oricn:ati~~s at a gibcn  assembly 
stcp defined ovcr an cnsemblc of rcpcated  asscmhly tasks. '[he part 
cntiopy may bc reduced mcchanicnlly by containcrization, flxturing, 
manipulation, or product rcdcsign. l'hc part entropy may also be 
rcduccd using  scnsors  (typically  vision or tactile) by rcducing the 
col?ditional entropy IH (X/Y) duc to  the  scnsory mcasurcment. The 
information obtained %out part position may bc defined in tcrms of 
the liltitual information I(X;Y). I n  tllcsc terms, thc goal of an 
asscmbly systcm is to reduce thc joint entropy among parts by mating 
them in stable configurations. 'I'hc positional entropy conccpt 
providcs a unifying tool for  asscssing thc rcladvc cffcctivencss of 
systen~s designs which incorporate both mcchanical and scnsar-bascd 
:cchniqucs. The approach may hlso providc a useful  ingrcciicnt  for 
quantitative asscssmcnc of product designs.  cornplcxity  of  asscmbly 
proccdurcs, and flexibility of assembly  systems. An cxamplc of the 
usc of positional entropy for analysis of an electronic assembly task is 
given. 

Q . .  

1. Introduction 

Thc dcsign of automated asscmhly systems is incrcasingly  complex 
due to the cvolution o f  technologics availablc for mani])t!htion, 
sensing. and coordination of tncchanisms. 'I'hc  dcsign of LIK parts, 
choice of thc systcrn technologics.ilnplcmcnlntion o f  tkc  'assembly 
algorithm', and cva1u;ttion  of pcrfomlancc subject to constraints and 
priorities arc highly interdcpcndcnt dccisions and require sqstcmaric 
methods and proccdurcs. Current approachcs emphasizc parts 
scqucncc dcsign with simulation and qucuing analysis  to chmctcrize 
thc dynamic, dctcrministic. flow of parts through a system', 2, '. 'The 
emphasis in thcsc approachcs is on cost vs. throughput tradcoffs. 
'lhis papcr introduccs a complcmcntary conccpt and dcscrihcs the 
flow of parE in tcmls of positional uncertainty during thc ahscmbly 
process. 1 1 1  this framework.  thc  asscmbly  systcm  rninimizcs  relative 
par& entropy by constructing thc final asscmhly. The parts entropy 
concept providcs a tool  for comparadvc analysis of mcchanical and 
sensory tcchnologies through thcir effect on knowlcdgc of parts 
position. Ihc  approach is probabilistic and lcads to mcasurcs of 
assembly complcxity and systcm rcliability. 

Ascmhly systcms acquire parts, manipulatc them, and mate them 
subject to contact forces (see Fig.1-1). Whilc thc mating stcp itself 
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Figure  1-1: Basic steps in the assembly task 

provides thc focal point for parts scqucncing, it is scldom thc limiting 
factor in either systcm throughput or reliability. In practicc, it is the 
successivc handling and positioning of parts from fonning or dclivcry 
to shipping of the asscmbly  which  most oftcn constrains thc process. 
In this sense, assembly  may be viewed as a succcssivc convergence of 
unorientcd parts with  increasingly  prccisc  rclativc posidoning until 
mating can take place. 

The uncertainty of a parts position may  be reduced by obtaining 
information about its position. Such information may be obtained in 
scveral ways: 

e Passive mechanical devices - containers, kits, fixtures, 
totes, bins, - constrain the position of a part within the 
known fixcd boards. 

e Acfive mechanical devices - manipulators, grippers, 
robots, fccdcrs -- constrain the part position through 
active mcchanical control. 

4 Sensory devices - vision!  tactile,  proximity. ; d i g  

- -  acquire and store position information. without 
mechanically altering thc position. 

Both  passivc and activc mcchanical deviccs arc used routincly in 
'hard' automation assembly  systcms. As programmablc dcviccs such 
as robots havc becomc availablc, it h o m e s  attractive to program 
mxhanical constraints, although still hounded by Lhc manipulator 
accuracy. Nonprogralnmablc positioning prior to mbGt acquisition is 
still a major dcsign issuc for such systcms. 
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Sensory  devices provide a fundamental alternative to reduce 
uncertainty, through acquiring information rather than reducing 
pos~ibilities' '~~~~. While such deviccs are often found to be 
uneconomical  today  relative  to mechanical fixtures, they offer 
flexibility and efficient storage of infoimation. Parts entropy 
provides a basis for comparing the cost  of mechanical constraints to 
that of sensory information in tenns of reduction in positional 
uncertainty. This analysis  suggests that while  sensory information 
may be expensive to acquire, it  may be cheaper to store, transfer, or 
alter than mechanical information. 

2. Parts Entropy: 

One Dimension 

Parts entropy will be defined first for a one-dimensional example. 
Consider a  part Q which is dropped randomly into an interval [c,d] of 
the  real  axis, Fig(2-la). the position  of Q will be measured with 
some accuracy A ,  and therefore there are 

AY 

Figure 2-1: Part entropy for one-dimensional example. (a). Position 
of Q distributed in intcrval [c,d]. (b). Entropy H (x) is 
reduced by mechanically constraining Q to [c,' d'p. (c). 
Entropy Hy(xl y) is rcduccd by sensing y using a vision 
system. 

possible outcomes of the measurements, al, ..., an. The probabilities 
of  these positions are P,, ..., Pn such that - 

Hy'=O. This presents several alternatives to the assembly 
n scqucnce: 

pi 2 o ( i = ~ ,  ..., n), pi = 1. 
i = l  

The entropy of this distribution is given  by 
n 

Hn = Hn (P,, ..., Pn) = -x P,log, PF (2.3) 
k = l  

Hn is commonly used as a measure of 'uncertainty' in  the outcome 
prior to the experiment or as a measure of the information obtained 
from carrying out the experiment. The mathematical pro erties of 
Hn and related measures have been studied extensively7* P .  and  w~ll 
not be described here. 

To justify the use of Hn as  a parts entropy measure consider two 
simple examples: 

Itetain orientation and insert immcdiatcly -- requires 
integration of fonning and insertion mccl~anisms. 

Retain orientation and store -- cost of storing 43 bits as 
inventory. 

1,osc orientation and store _- cost of recovering 43 bits 
later. 

These questions have been the focus of much of  the devclopmcnt 
in automated component handling and inscrtion cquipmcnt. Most 
commercial automated axial insertion equipment uses the following 
steps: 

1. Tape unformed components and storc in rclls. 

2. Transfer to tape of scquenccd components and store in 
reels. 

Example I - Uniform distribution (Maximum Uncertainty) 3. Form and insert on same machine. 

1 
n This approach is efficient in retaining stored information, as 

suggested by the parts entropy sequence in Fig.4-3. However, it 
requires the additional cost of storing tapcd and sequenced 

Then components. 'The pre-sequencing of components reduces the 
flexibility of schcduled tasks  as well as the adaptability of  a machine 
to correct errors. 'These systems  typically place restrictions on  the 
role spacings and  component spacings on the board, as  a conscquence 

P. =-, ( i= l  , ..., n). (2.4) 

n 
1 

H = H = - --log2- = log, n bits. 
1 of combini!~g fonning with mechanically guided insertion. 

Q n  (2.5) 
k=l n 

Other approachcs to  axial component handling are shown in 
Fig.4-3. These are: 



c Killing, K of formed components (retain orientation and 
store), 

6 &n-picking, If of formed componcnrs, (lose orientation 
and store), 

o Mechonicul Guides, MC for insertion, 

6 Lead visuah‘zalion, LY“ for insertion, 

6 visua! senoing, v.9 for insertion. 

Exutp le  2 - Singular distribution (Minimum uncertainty) 

Then 

HQ = Hn =-E log21 = = Obits. (2.8) 
k = i  

If Q is a part dropped onto a table, its positional uncertainty or 
entropy (measured over  the ensemble of experiments) may be 
reduces by constraining its  position to [c,’dl (Fig.2-lb) where 

[d’-cl < [d- C] . (2.9) 

therefore 

n’= - < n. 
d’-c’ 
A 

and ihe part positional entropy 

n’ 

HQ= =-x 1 

k = l  

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

In practice, such constraints arc applied by fixtures or mechanical 
manipulation to constrain part positions. 

An alternative to positioning Q mechanically, is to acquire 
information about Q using  sensors. Suppose a vision  system observes 
Q at position x E {ai} ( i=l ,  ..., n) on [a,b] and computes an estimate 
of that position yE (b 1, (j = 1 ,..., m), Fig. 2-lc. The set of pairs (a. b.} 
now  may be  regarded as a joint sample space for the experiment. The 
joint probability on the join1 sample space is P (a. b ), 

I 1’ J 

n r n  x). 1’ J 

(2.12) 

The joint probability Pxy(ai.b) is conveniently written  as  P(x,y). 

The information provided by cvcnt y about event x is defined by: 

(2.15) 

and the average mutual information over the ensemble is 

The average mutual information has the following relationship to 
the entropy: 

I(X;Y) = H(X) - H(XIY), 

= H(Y) - H(Y I X), 

= H(X) + H(Y) - Hex). 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

In order to apply this result to the vision problem, we need to 
define the following probabilities: 

1 
P x 1  (a,) = __ n 

as before. 

m = -  2 0  

a ’  

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

where u = range of imaging estimation errors, 
3 = resolution of imaging system. 

From (12) 
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and 

IW;Y) = log,(--)bits 
n 
m 

where 

P (a. b.) = -. 1 
X J  1' J 

H(X) = l ogp  bits, 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

'The average mutual infolmation therefore increases with the ratio 
n/m 3r in tcrms of the original constraints. with (d-c(/u.  We obtain 
more information when the imaging error is small relative to the 
posi:ional uncertainty. The measurement then reduces the  part 
entropy I?cm H@) = log,n bits  to I-iCXlY) = logzm  bits. Such a 
visual mcasuremcnt is tlGrcforc thc informational equivalent to 
mechanically reducing the size of thc intcrval form nA to mA. The 
cost of t!lc two strategies colild then be compared as a "cost-per-bit" 
ofparts entropy. Either strategy constrains the part to a range for use 
in the next step, for example, to  pick the part up using a manipulator. 

3. Parts Entropy: 

Th ree-Dimensions 

The positional and oricntacional uncertainty of a part is  closely tied 
to  its geometry and symmetry. The position of a three-dimensional 
part may bc described by a vector $ = (x.y,z) relative to origin 0. 
The orientation of the  part centered at 0 is  most conveniently 
described by Euler angle rotations. In this case,  any general rotation 
can be  described  in terms of three successive rotations: angle y about 
the  z-axis, angle P about the new 0y'-axis. and and angle a about the 
new 0z"-axis. The set of all possible (a, f l ,  y) form the rotation group 
of all possible rotations about the diameters of a sphere. 

A part Q suspended in three-dimensions has six degrees - of 
freedom described by its  position coordinates (x,y,z) and its 

orientation (a,P,y). Uncertainty in position and orientation may be 
described by the joict probability distribution P(x,y,z,a,P,y) over the 
joint ensemble. While a large number of relationships may be 
developed around this distribution, of particular interest is the case 
when individual degrees-of-freedom are statistically independent: 

For this casc, the joint entropy of Q is  simply: 
6 

HQ (q, .'.I 46) = HQ (qk), 
k = l  

where  q,  is the generalized coordinate q1 = x, q, = y. etc. HQ(ql, 
.... 4,) is defined as the part enrropy. For indcpendent degrces-of- 
freedom, the part entropy is  the  sum of the entropies over each 
coordinate of position and orientation. It will be convenient also to 
consider the contributions to part entropy from position, H& and 
from orientation H', since for independence: Q 

(3.3) 

In practice, orientations may be interdependent but independent of 
position, and vice  versa. 

For purposes of parts manipulation, the  parts entropy is defined 
with  respect to "mechanically distinguishable" positions and 
orientations. Usually. mccfianically distinguishable positions are 
dctcnnined by the rcsolution Si in cach coordinate, while 
mechanically distinguishable orientations are determined by 
resolution 6; and symmetry. The symmetry of an object may be most 
conveniently defined by the set of operztions (identity, E, inversion, 
I, rotation. C, and reflection, u) which  leave the object invariant. The 
formal description of these operations and their rcprcscnbtions is 
provided by group thcory.',.but  will not be introduced here. 

Fig. 3-1 shows some examples  of orientation parts entropy, Ho 
computed for  several objects with 10 bits of rcsolution on ea% 
coordinate and uniform probability density functions over the entire 
range. In this  case the sphere has perfect symmetry with respect to 
orientation and therefore has 0 bits  of entropy. As the symmetry of 
the part decreases, the number of bits required to specify a given 
orientation increases. An arbitrary solid  would require 30 bits . In 
this sense, Ho may be uscd as a measurz of part complexity with 
respect to  symmetry properties. Parts with  lower H: are generally 
less  complex and therefore easier to manipulate and and store. In 
this discussion, we have considered only  rigid parts. Articulated or 
compliant parts have additional degrees-of-freedom and therefore 
increase the part entropy. In these  cases, degrees-of-freedom may no 
longer be independent and the joint density of positions and 
orientations must be defined with care. Other factors  which 
contribute to parts handling complexity  such as size,  weight,  fragility, 
and accessibility  will  not be considered in this description of 
complexity. 

Q 

3.0.1 Objects on a Flat Surface 

In the previous discussion, objects randomly positioned in space 
were considered. As an object is lixtured, manipulated, or assembled 
the part entropy decreases as the degrees-of-freedom are constrained. 
The simplest example of constrained positions is provided by setting 
the part on a table. In this case, gravity  forces the part into one of a 
set of possible stable positions. The probability density functions 
then are defined with  respect  to  these stable positions. Consider two 
examples: 

Example 1. Sphere on a table 

Hi; = 20  bits, 

H i  = 0 bits, 
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20 
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Figure3-1: Examplcs of Oficntation Parts Entropy for  several 
rigid objects in space. 

HQ = 20 bits. 

The cntropy of the part is reduced by constraining the vertical 
position to lie  in a plane. Consequcntly, the complexity of handling 
the part is  also reduced. An interesting extension to this is the sphere 
in an invertcd cone,  which has.H 0 bits. The invcrtcd cone 
provides an ideal part fixture by re ucmg the cntropy to 0. It also 
may accept different sizes of sphcres. 

Example 2. Cylinder on a table 

8 =. 

Thc cylinder has two stable states defined by p = 0' (Vertical) and 
p = 90" (horizontal). The joint density of orientations is dependent 
on which state occurs. Thus: 

Vertical ~v = 0" 
P(a(P =oo) = uniform, 0 <a360', 

(symmetry  axis) 

P(ylP = 0") = 1, 

P(z=h/21P =O")  = I, where h is the height, 

P ( ~ ~ P = O " )  = ~ ( y l ~ = o O )  = uniform. 

Horizontal PIT = 90' 
P (a (p  =90')= uniform,O  <a360', 

(symmetry  axis) 

P(ylp=90°) = uniform, 0 <a360° 

P(z = U21p-90') = 1,where d is the diameter 

P(x(Xi,8=9O0) = P(yl,8=90°) = uniform. 

whcre 

H b  = 20 bits, 

and 

If  the cylindcr is set down at a random angle and allowed to reach a 
stable equilibrium, then 

(3.9) 

A curve showing the dependence of orientational entropy Ho on 
the shape of the cylinder dcscribcd by (d/h) is shown in Fig.3-2Plhe 
part entropy is greater when the cylinder tends to land on its side, and 
lower when  thc cylinder is short and flat (d/h largc) since it tcnds to 
land on end. As an cxample, the uncertainty in orientation of  a pin 
dropped on a table is greater than that of a coin (ignoring markings). 
In terms oforicntational complexity, this  also suggests that the coin 
less complex to position on  a flat surface surface than the pin. 

4. Part Dependence and 

Assemblies 

Givcn a set of parts (Qi], i= 1, ..., N, the entropy of the set is again 
defined in terms of thc joint probabilities PIQl. ._., QN], and the parts 
entropy of the set is the joint cntropy H,[Q,, ..., QK]. If parts are 
positioned indcpcndently, for example, pnor to an assembly task, the 
probabiiities will be independent and: 
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Figure 3-2: Dependence of orientational entropy Ho cn cylinder 
shape d/h fur stable orientations on a flat slurface. d is 
the cylinder diameter, and h is the cylindcr height. 

Q 

and N 

HIQ1, ... Q,l = H(Qi).  (4.2) 
i = l  

As the assembly task procecds, individual parts entropies decrease 
as parts are positioned, and the cntropy of the ensemble decreases as 
part depcndcnce is increased by mating. In this sensa, an overall goal 
of  the  assembly task is to reduce the entropy of the ensemble of parts. 
It is convenient to define the entropy of the final (rigid) assembly 
fixed to  the  reference frame as HQ = 0, then the relative entropy of 
parts and subasscmblics may be  trackcd  as a function of time during 
the assembly  prccess. At this point, a parts entropy description may 
be linked to time-dependent simulation, and the entropy flow in 
bits/scc described. Alternative  system choices and part designs may 
be compared in terms of entropy flow at diffcrcnt stages of the 
process.  In particular, mechanical versus  sensory tradeoffs may be 
compared in the  same  framework, and the impact of alternative part 
designs studied. These relationships can be formalized by 
considering the more general expansion of the joint density function: 

and  the corrcsponding entropy over the joint ensemble: 

(4.3) 

Equation (4.4) is a general expression for the total entropy of the 
assembly. 

is posltioncd and oriented relative  to the reference frame, that is, 
H[QL] is reduced. Second, part Q2 is positioned and oriented relative 
to Q, .  The rcsulting conditional entropy 

H[Q2 I Q1l I H[Q21  (4.5) 

rcduces H[Q,, ..., QN]. The asscmbly proceeds sequentially, and 
after assembly  step k the total parts entropy is: 

N 

HIQl, ..., Q&I = H[Q, ..., QkI + EI[Qjl.  (4.6) 
j = k + l  

A parts entropy sequence for such a purely sequential process  is 
shown in Fig.4-1. Such a diagram provides a useful picture of the 
relative entropy reduction and the rate of change as a function of 
time. Alternative assembly strategies plotted in this fashion  may be 
used  for comparative analysis. 

4.0.1 Example: Electronics  Assembly 

The assembly  of electronic components into circuit boards is a 
complex task: and the factors  affecting  asscmbly complexity may be 
expressed in terms of parts entropy: 

Large variery of component types and geometries -- Part 
entropies vary. Variable or adaptive fixtures required for 
mechanical constraints. 

0 Conplianf parts -- Internal part entropies increase total 
degrees-of-freedom and increase complexity of fixturs. 

Precision positioning required -- Final assembly entropy 
is  small. 

Many parrs per assembly ( e g  50-100) -- Many 
contributions to parts entropy. 

Several other considerations simplify the assembly task: 

e Planar assembly -- Board  gcometry reduces degrees-of- 
frccdom for final placement therefore reduces required 
entropy. 

Sequential assembly -- Part dcpcndence is built into 
board by conduction paths, thus component insertion 
may be  regardcd as purely sequential. 

Electronic components may occur in a variety of geometries. 
Fig.4-2  shows two common examples. The part entropies of these 
components treated as  rigid bodies are: 

Unformed Axial: Ho - 19 bits. 

Formed Axial: HG = 29 bits. 

Three-lead Planar: Ho - 30 bits. 

Q -  

Q -  
The value of the total parts entropy in  (4.4) changcs as the assembly 

proceeds.  Initially the parts are independent as given by  (4.2). 
Consider that parts arc mated sequcntiallj Q1, ..., Qw First, part Q, 
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t = o  TIME 

Figure 4-1: Parts entropy sequence for a sequential assembly 
process  in  which parts are stored independently and 
mated to a rigid  assembly one by one. 

In practice, one must also consider the lead compliance as adding 
additional degrees-of-freedom to the part. In the case of the formed 
axial,  two importsnt additional degrees-of-freedom are present (if  we 
disregard lead length). These two degrees-of-freedom correspond to 
relative lead tip  axial position Y . and relative lead tip Orientation, e..., with respect  to the body. A formed component will not have a t'P 

un:form Cstribution of Y . or etip. Assuming a typical variance of 
about 10 in lead orientation, one might find internal lead tip 
entropies of: 

UP 

Hh(Y,IQ) = 7 bits, 

Hh (etip/Q) = 7 bits. 

The resulting total entropy (ignoring lead length) is: 

Unformed axial: H F 1  = 33 bits, 

Formed axial: H0+I = 43 bits, 

Three-lead Planar: €1;" = 58 bits. 

Q 

These considerations of geometry and symmetry suggest that 
forming of the component as  well as addition of compliant leads 
significantly  increase  the  complexity  of  the part. When the part is 
formed. its Orientation and lead  tip positions are known and therefore 
HO+'=O. This presents several alternatives to the assembly 
sequence: Q 

a Retain orientation and insert immediately -- requires 
integration of forming and insertion mechanisms. 

a Retain orientation and store -- cost of storing 43 bits as 
inventory. 

a. AXIAL 
UNFORMED 

L 1 1 

FORMED 

l F + l l  

Figure 4-2: Three common examples of electronic component 
geometries. (a). Unformed axial component. e.g. 
resistor, and same component formed for insertion. 
(b). Formed planar component, e.g. transistor. 

e Lose orientation and store -- cost of  recovering 43 bjts 
later. 

These questions have been the  focus  of  much of the development 
in automated component handling and inscrtion equipment. Most 
cornmercial automated axial insertion equipment LISCS the following 
steps: 

1. Tape unformed components and store in rolls. 

2. 'Transfer  to  tape  of sequenced components and store in 
reels. 

3.  Form and insert on same machine. 

This approach is efficient in retaining stored information, as 
suggested by the parts entropy scqucnce in  Fig.4-3. IIowever, it 
requires the additional cost  of storing taped and sequenced 
components. The pre-sequencing of components reduces the 
flexibility of scheduled tasks  as wdl as  the adaptability of a machine 
to correct errors. These systems  typically  place restrictions on the 
role  spacings and component spacings on the board, as a consequence 
ofcombining forming with  mechanically guided insertion. 

Other approaches to axial component handling are shown in Fig. 7. 
These are: 

a Kitting, K of formed components (retain orientation and 
store), 
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TAPE 

E’igurc 4-3: Parts entropy sequences for thrcc different 
clcctrmics assembly strategies 
(1) Taped (Ti and Sequcnccd (S) components, 
forming (F) and automatic insertion (I), 
(2) Formed (F), Kitted (K) components,lead 
visualization, (LV), and insertion (I) 
(3) Formed (F). Binned (Ii) components, vision 
(V), bin-picking (UP, and insertion (I). 

o H: stored mechanicalIy 

o HG (QilQi), sequence, stored rncchanically 

o Hh stored mcchanically by combining forming and 
inseruon mechanisms. 

e SEAS strategy 

o Ho stored mechanically in kit 

o H: (?,I Qj), sequence, stored clectronically under 

Q 

program control. 

o Hi scnsed using vision and stored clectronically 

o Hq(Y,R,O, /Board) sensed directly and rcduced 

Q 

undcr vrsuafservo control. 

While it is difficult to assess the relative cost-effectiveness of these 
strategies, since. they are oriented toward different product 
rcquircmcnts. 1 hc parts critropy formulation providcs a common 
basis  to comparc the two.  ‘I’hc taped componcnt systcrn has clear 
advantages in system throughpu: since forming and inscrtion are 
combined in one efficient, rigid motion. ‘I‘hc SEAS stratcgq 
incorporates scnsor and clcctronic Storage of infonmtiorl t<J reduce 
parts cniropy and incrcascs flexibility by rcmoving restrictions on 
parts storage. component sclcction, and board layout. The taped 
cmqx)ncnt sysrctn is commonly uscd in commcrci;~l. largc lot-size 
production. ‘I‘hc SEAS ystcm  is intcndcd for small lot-size 
production with strict rcquircmcnts on board size,  weight, and 
rcliability. 
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